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Get Ready for China!

The EU SME Centre is an EU Commission funded project which helps EU SMEs prepare to do business in China by

providing them with a range of information, advice, training and support services.

The Centre is implemented by a consortium of six partners and was established in October 2010. It successfully

completed its first phase in July 2014 and has now entered its second phase which will run until July 2018.
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• A project funded by the European Union in 2010 to help 

European small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) get ready 

to do business in China

• Implemented by six chambers of commerce

• Based in Beijing

About the EU SME Centre



Strong Content and Expertise

• Over 140 comprehensive market reports, guidelines and case studies 

are available to download from our website 

• Over 3600 enquiries answered covering the total 28 member states

Popular

• Over 10,000 registered users, increasing by 200 a month

• 412 trainings in EU and China, 119 webinars – 18,688 participants 

trained

Well Connected

• 316 engaged trade support partners in the EU and China

• 188 experts in expert network

• An Enterprise Europe Network partner (EEN) 

Achievements of the EU SME Centre



My background

1. Regional head Greater China for Exprivia Group

2. Board member and former Executive Director at the EU-China Project Innovation 

Center, the innovation platform based in Chengdu promoting trade, investment 

and technical cooperation between the European Union and China. 

3. Vice-Chairman of the Italy Chamber of Commerce in China (CCIC) 2014-2018

4. Driving multinational companies in establishing and developing their activities in 

China for more than 10 years: among other activities, serving as CEO and CFO 

for leading corporations in telecommunication and media fields. 

5. Co-founder and General Manager of the South-China Chapter of the European 

Chamber of Commerce in China. 

6. Masters’ Degree in Economics and a MBA from ISTAO Business School. Visiting 

lecturer at the Adam Smith Business School - University of Glasgow and ISTAO 

Business School on Industry Digitalization and China Economy. 



Agenda

• Opportunities in the Service sector in China
➢ A changing China

➢ New opportunities in Services

• Regulations and taxes

• IPR and technology transfer

• Q&A



Opportunities in the service sector

A changing China



Background (I): growth



A changing China

New 
Normal 

Rebalancing of 
the economy 
towards the 

Service Sector 
and High Added 
Value Industry  

Innovation and 
consumption driven 
economic growth

Promotion an 
inclusive 
growth 



Background (II): wages

Source: McKinsey, National Bureau Statistics

Source: McKinsey, National Bureau Statistics

Leveraging on wages to make a competitive shift of the Chinese economy



Consumption is expected to overtake investment as the largest 

contributor to China’s GDP growth

Source: Global Insight, McKinsey Analysis 

Private consumption growth



Background (III): demographics

One Child Policy and its consequences on productive population



“China MUST RELY on innovation to achieve continuous 

and healthy economic development”
Xi Jinping, Dec. 2014

A new attitude towards innovation



The changing Chinese consumer

10/31/201830/11/10
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• Three-quarters of the 

population to be middle-

income by 2030. 

• 415m millennials key driver 

of consumption.  

• 2020 18% of population 

aged 60 or over. By 2050 

this will be 35%. 

• The behaviours that existed 

are changing quickly. 

Source: Economist, 2016



Opportunities in the service sector

New opportunities in Services



Service sector growth

Source: MOFCOM, 2018



Services import composition

Source: MOFCOM, 2015



Services encouraged for import

• Water conservation 

technology

• Transportation

• Scientific research

• Specific agriculture, 

forestry, and animal 

husbandry

• Manufacturing & dev of 

SW products

• Education

• Culture, art, radio, film, 

and television industries

• Mining

• Real estate for ordinary 

housing

• Foreign funded projects 

that directly export all of

their products

• Sanitation, fitness, and 

social welfare industries

Services encouraged or permitted for import and investment (2015)

Source: Catalogue for Guiding Foreign Investment in Industries, MOFCOM, 2015



Services restricted for import

• Specific agricultural, forestry, 

animal husbandry and 

fisheries

• Electricity, gas, and water 

production 

• Mining of precious metal and 

certain ores

• Production and distribution of 

radio and TV programming

• Certain manufacturing 

(tobacco, certain textiles)

• Banking and insurance 

industries 

• Land surveying Electricity 

(adoption of low capacity 

generator)

• Real estate in high end 

property 

• Asset certification and 

appraisal 

• Certain telecommunications 

and public utilities services

Services restricted for import and investment (2015)

Source: Catalogue for Guiding Foreign Investment in Industries, MOFCOM, 2015



Services prohibited for import

• Breeding and growing of 

precious, high quality 

breeds of animals

• Construction and 

operation of power grids

• Social research

• Development of certain 

types of plant seeds

• Air traffic control 

• Publication of books, 

magazines, and 

newspaper

• Mining of radioactive 

materials 

• Postal Services

Services prohibited for import and investment (2015)

Source: Catalogue for Guiding Foreign Investment in Industries, MOFCOM, 2015



Environment

Fastest growing service sectors

Urbanization

Healthcare

Entertainment 

& gaming

E-Commerce
New IT

Education

Tourism



Services high potential: ageing population

• Five taxpayers for every senior 

citizen in 2010. In 2030 this will be 

two. 

• Elderly care to be USD 280bn 

market by 2020.

• Huge shortage of care homes: 

• State institutions care for 

2% of the elderly 

population. 

• There are 42,000 private 

facilities. 

• 3.4 million more nursing homes will 

be required in the next five years. 

Source: Dezan Shira, 2017; CKGSB, 2018



New opportunities from MiC2025

M iC2025 is a complex and continuously shaping

Industrial Development Strategy that w ill guide China to

become a g l o b a l leading Manufacturing power by 2049

Source: "Made in China 2025“, (2015) State Council

Targeting Japan's Manufacturing

Power Index (higher than Germany)



10 industrial priority sectors 



Opportunities from MiC2025 key factors



The IT potential on productivity & growth

7-22%
The internet’s 

contribution to the total 

GDP increase expected 

through 2025

China is on the brink of a digital transformation that can improve productivity

Up to 22%
The IT service and 

technology 

contribution to 

China’s productivity

growth by 2025

EUR 83 bln.
Potential annual savings in 

healthcare expenditure by 2025

(annual GDP of Slovakia…)

EUR 1,355 bln.
Annual GDP at stake by 

2025, equivalent in size to 

Australia’s current GDP



Regulations and taxes



Market entry routes

• Market knowledge and 

understanding of Chinese clients: 

localization and Chinese user 

experience / interface

• Existing business and 

government relationships

• Less expensive and faster 

market access compared to FIE 

• Working with a partner would 

entail a fully developed 

intellectual property (IP) strategy 

to be in place prior to market 

entry

• Quality of local service support?

• Advantages of management, 

marketing and pricing control. 

Allows company to have more 

direct control of market and 

channels

• Costs of setting up a wholly foreign-

owned enterprise 

• Market access issues: directly 

selling to Government or SOE may 

be restricted.

• Effort and time to develop market 

awareness, networks, influencers. 

Slower route to market.

• Incentives (mostly tax-based)

Local partner (indirect) Own operation (direct)



Choose your entry option
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Source: EU SME CENTRE (2013)



Critical success factors

HR

• In services quality of the offering = quality of the people. Internal or external 

professionals?

• High churn rate of local skillful and trained resources (contractual clauses to 

retain people: i.e., training costs refund)

• Culture mutual understanding (not only English skills) as key success factor to 

bridge customer needs to service execution

Depending on your service industry features:

Localization

• Chinese interface / website / platforms (WeChat, etc) / payment forms (Alipay)

• Chinese standards and requirement differ from EU

• Ability to provide a timely, geographically operative and cost effective

maintenance and support service



The WeChat phenomenon



Five reasons why marketers love WeChat



…and why they go mad for O2O



NEW FORMATS & OPPORTUNITIES

HOT TOPICS
mobile & pc

LOCATION BASED

ADVERTISING TO PUSH 

OFFLINE EVENTS
mobile only

E-COM VIA

ALIPAY
mobile & pc

SUGGESTED

SEARCH (NOT

BRAND)
mobile & pc

Another ecosystem: Sina & Alipay

Alipay (Alibaba group): e-payment service used in 

50% of all the e-payments globally (2014: USD 1 

trillion annually vs USD 180 billions from Paypal)



Critical points of attention

• New Cybersecurity Law blocking access to certain software services provided 

from abroad (cloud, VPN) under customer privacy and national security reason

• Foreign websites and services (Google, WhatsApp) blocked by Great Firewall

Depending on your service industry features:

Increasingly market restrictions and censorship

• Whatever the level of service sector openness, services from Chinese 

companies come first (non tariff barriers higher than visible trade restrictions)

• Censorship on content and impact on local culture (entertainment, gaming, etc)

• Internet censorship slowing the system: foreign websites’ access very slow 

• Specific services to government bodies, municipalities, State Owned 

Enterprises or public services (ie: hospitals, banking, insurance, stock market) 

are restricted to foreign enterprises (ie: SE collecting and managing public info).

Increasingly protective regulations



Process to export your service in China

Source: EU SME CENTRE (2015)



Standards in Services

Although some Chinese standards correlate with European or international standards, 

meeting a corresponding European or international standard does not mean that you will 

automatically meet the Chinese standard.

Standard levels are hierarchical; meeting the highest existing standard means that you will 

automatically meet all lower-level standards.

Only national standards or GB (guobiao) – those issued by Standardization Admin of China 

(SAC) - are mandatory standards. Other standards are necessary for achieving benefits.



Relevant taxes and fees

• Foreign service provider is subject to VAT (3% or 6%) for the income derived 

from provision of services to Chinese service receivers, as well as surcharge 

taxes

Establishment of a FIE to provide service (direct)

All taxes applicable to a service FIE:

• Enterprise Income Tax (EIT): 25%

• Individual Income Tax (IIT): from 3% to 45%

• VAT: 3% (small tax payer); 6% or 16%

• Surcharge taxes (depending on local admin, on average 11% on VAT)

Indirect market entry (no China office)



Example relevant taxes & fees IT

Example of taxation for IT services based on entry choice

Entry options
Enterprise Income 

Tax
VAT Additional taxes Witholding Tax Notes

Direct selling SW from abroad (dowload) 0 0

Direct selling IT Consulting (cross-border) 0 6% 0.67% 10% (or 25%) 10% if not permanent establishment in China

Distribution License agreement 0 6% 0.67% 10% (or 25%) taxes on royalties

Direct selling foreign SW from FIE China 25% 16% 1.76%

Direct selling Made in China SW from FIE tax benefits
refund-upon-

collection

zero taxes in the first 2 years after profitability, 

50% taxes in Y3 and Y4



Relevant taxes & fees example

• Witholding tax: 10% (or 25% if 

company has also permanent 

establishment in China) paid by 

the client in name of the cross-

border supplier) 

• VAT: 6%

• Additional taxes: 11% on 

applied VAT rate (city 

construction and maintenance 

tax, education and local 

education surcharge

Taxes for cross-border IT consulting services to China from EU 

Revenues EUR (GROSS) 100,000.00       

Teoretical margin (tax office) 15.50% 15,500.00        

VAT 6.00% 6,000.00           

Additional taxes (11% on VAT value) 0.67% 670.00              

EIT - Witholding 25.00% 3,875.00           

10,545.00          

89,455.00         NET PAYMENT FCST

Total taxes FCST



Process for transferring technology to China
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IPR and Technology Transfer



What is IP tech transfer?

• Ownership of intangible assets, such as 

inventions, novels or music

• Creators/inventors are rewarded with Proprietary Rights

(Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks)

• From scientific discoveries to marketable products

• Offering third parties the chance to maximise its impact 

on society

• Benefit to the general public

Intellectual Property

Technology Transfer



Key Forms of IP Protection for Creative SMEs

✓ Copyright - this protects written or published works such as books, songs, 

films, web content and artistic works.

✓ Patents - this protects commercial inventions, e.g. a new business process.

✓ Designs - this protects designs, such as drawings or computer models.

✓ Trade marks - this protects signs, symbols, logos, words or sounds that 

distinguish your services from those of your competitors.

✓ domain name

✓ trade secrets

✓ ownership of commissioned IP

✓ confidentiality and non‐disclosure

Traditional Protection (first to file)

Other Protection



Point of Attention: improvement to IP



IP tech transfer approach to China 



IP Strategies
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Focus on Trademarks

▪ TM→ protects indication of origin of goods/ services

▪ Business side

➢Develop strong brands to differentiate from CN domestic 
companies

▪ IP side

➢Focus on the 10 strategic trademarks 

➢Develop broader TM portfolios
❖ Importance of subclasses

❖ Cover more classes

❖ Register ©  in logos (cross class defence)

▪ China is a “first-to-file” country: → TRADEMARK HIJACKING is a 

common practice
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New Balance Case Study (2015)

→ TRADEMARK HIJACKING is a common practice

NB active in CN since 2006

▪ Products: shoes

▪ TM:

➢ : ‘NEW BALANCE’ registered in 2006

➢Failed to register in CN: «新百伦 »(‘xinbailun’) 

▪ ‘xinbailun’ registered in 2008 by Mr. Zhou (CN shoe 

manufacturer)

▪ Opposition by New Balance rejected in 2011

▪ New Balance kept using ‘新百伦’ → NB was sued for TM 

infringement in 2013
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▪ 2015 Decision of Guangzhou Court
➢ Xinbailun =  validly owned by Zhou

➢ New Balance liable of trademark infringement (malicious infringement 
because had knowledge of pre-existing TM)

✓Damages at RMB 98 million / EUR 13million (50% of profits since July 
2011),

✓ Injunction: stop using Xinbailun mark

✓Publication on Chinese websites.

▪ Appeal filed
➢ Infringement confirmed

➢ Damages reduced

▪ NB failed to adequately protect CN brand -> paid the price (!)

Register your TMs as soon as possible, including Chinese 
name of your brand 

New Balance Case Study (cont.)



The case Exprivia
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Exprivia 

Digital

Healthcare 



• Market entry barriers

• The geographical dimension of China

• Localization approach

• Local support approach

Entry model with a mix technology transfer approach: Chinese user interface

Exprivia technology transfer healthcare
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Market entry with Chinese IT partner



Q&A Session



Get Ready for China 


